
STANDARD FOR MILK. 

Why should milk that 

much cream be accounted the 

Cream is only fat, and we do not rate 

the food-value of meats solely by 
amount of fat that they Include, 
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hater, 

form in our dog laws 

every agricultural society, every State 

grange, every livestock 

every agricultural paper, should unite 

in one untiring effort of bring about 

this reform and act immediately 

meetings for its 

articles on the 

the general public, formulate a plan, 

submit it to the town, the State and 

the national authorities, and see to it 
that proper legislation is had, Now 

to the point. Every dog must have an 
owner and a sponsor be confiscat- 

ed: therefore the first need is for the 

supervisor of each town to establish 

a license fee, issue number tags, keep 

a record, and round up all unlicensed 

dogs. Fine any individual harboring 

gop the i should justi 

association, 

discussion, publish 

subject to 

or 

time for redemption and payment of 

fine. This will reduce numbers and 
establish ownership. 

found chasing sheep should be shot 
in the act, when possible, Falling in 
this, if the dog can be satisfactorily 
identified, it should be shot by the 
dog inspector of the town. It might 
also be well to fine a dog owner $10 
whose dog is proved to have worried 
sheep. Thus responsibility is estab- 

lished, and dog owners will exercise 
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SELLING FERTILITY, 
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in cattle is perhaps due in part 

the presence of hairs on common 

lover If this be true the trouble 

would be by feeding them 

the new hairless Orel clover. 

Another objection to the common 

red that it matures much 
earlier than timothy, with which it is 
usually sown. Is it thus impossible to 

harvest the mixture at a time when 

full value of both the clover and 

timothy can be obtained. 
The new Orel matures two 

| weeks later than the common red kind, 
or at the same time with the timothy, 

i and at a season when the farmer's at 
{ tention is not so imperatively demand. 

{ed for his corn, and also at a time 

when in the most of the clover beit 
the weather is more favorable for 

harvesting the crop without injury by 
rain Country Life in America, 
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PLANTING NUT TREES, 

There is a rapidly Increasing inter 

ost in nut growing. The United States 

{ imports $7,000,000 worth of nuts an 
nually, the majority of which could 
easily be grown at home. As nut 

| trees can be grown along fences and 
in many other places where they 
would have no appreciable effect on 
other farm crops, there Is no rason 
why we should not be exporters in- 
stead of importers, except the fact 
thet planting the nut tree means a 
long walt, and farmers are not goSd 
walters. : 
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MANY USES FOR TEA. 

Circulation as Money in Central 
Asia-Fuel and Fodder. 

In China tea leaves are used in 

sweeping floors, but this does not end 

their utilitarian purposes. In regions 
where fuel is scarce the refuse leaves 

are pressed into bricks, dried and used 
in the same manner as blocks of peat 
This fuel is particularly prized for 

pork curing--and the tea cured or tea 

smoked meat is to the Chinese what 

beech nut and sugar cured bacon and 

ham are to us. The ashes from the 

fuel are used as a fertilizer 

But even before its use as fuel the 
refuse tea serves another purpose 
The leaves are vigorously stewed or 

allowed to steep in cold wafer, in or 

they contain (about 12 per cent). 

in dyeing textiles. It gives a fine, 
permanent nut brown color, requires   
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Romance in a Banana, 

. ROY eirl } A fsworth servant girl has had 1 

lar romance arising out of a 

r which f 

When 

she 

she found inside & 

pre hanana 

noticed a bird's quill 
ingide etter 

smallest characters, but 

leg ad- 

dress and stated that he was engaged 

His life 

jonely and he desired a mate 

his The gir]! de 

cided answer the letter, and two 

months later received a further reply 

repeating the offer of marriage. Cor 

respondence continued for avout a 

Both were looking forward to 

marriage when, unfortunately for the 

Jamaica planter, a former soldier 

lover of the vonng lady appeared on 

the scene and the wedding with the 

old sweetheart has now been fixed. 

London Tribune, 

The Ethiopian Hawkshaw, 
The Ethiopian method of detecting 

crime is quick and effective, and has 

the great advantage of always catch. 

ing some one. A priest is called, and 
by his exhortation, prayers, sorceries 

«and drugs—a youth is sent to sleep 

with the command to dream, The 
person he dreams of is the criminal 

No further proof is sought or needed 

The sanction of the church is quite 
enough. If by chance the boy falls 
to dream he ig promptly put to sleep 

again by the same process until he 

does, 80 that he usually manages the 
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The Salvation Army is established 
ig fty-two countries and colonies, and 
preaches the gospel in thirtyone lan. 
guages. 
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Crown Prince's Romance. 

of Sweden, now 

regent, when a vouth fell in love with 

the daughter of a clergyman 

He wanted to renounce his royal rights 

in marry the girl of his 

cholee, but his parents induced him to 

give up the idea of such an alliance 

Tall slight, with a thoughtful but rath 

er narrow and intelligent and 

sensitive eves this descendant of a 

small French provincial jawyer on the 

one hand and of a long line of German 

govereigns the other looks more 

like a civil engineer than a future | 

king. ~-Bath News 
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Twentydive years ago a Voluntary 

Street Ambulance Association was 

formed in Vienna. ‘That year its ser 
vices were required two thousand 
times: last vear nearly 30000 times, 

Workmen in one of the streets ot 
Madrid dug up an old walnut-wood | 
chest containing 300 gold doublogns. 
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A One Month Offer 

Victor 

Talking Machines 
Sold On Our 

NOTHING DOWN 
Payment plan 

Just pay for what reco ds vou wish 

and begin paying on the VICTOR 

a month later, 

We will send 
these wonderful machines on these 
terms to any part of the U. 8, 

The most marvelous of bome en. 

tertainers; for the young and old. 

Thousands of records seleot 

from. 

to 

RACRED 

New Catalog mailed free on request. 

INETRUMENTAL 
RONG 
HUMOROUS . Records 

MACHINES 

From $10 Up 

COHEN & HUGHES, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

304 N, Howard St., | | :  


